
Initiation Dream Aug., 1978 

1) Rose an~ I are in a lobby somewhere waiting for ~chool to begin. 

I am on hand as a counselor. 

2) A part time employee/teacher shows up to council. 

He becomes impatient. 

He wants to know why he whould stay. 

3) He starts to talk to a young girl about her lesson. 

I interrupt and tell him why he should st~y. 

I impress him with the importance of the teaching mission. 

He stays. 

4) Then I am to have a Tai Chi lesson. 

The instructor arrives. 

He has dark hair and an impatient air. 

I decide to trust him and be open to the lesson even though I had not asked for it. 

5) We go to a room. 

I am wearing several layers of clothes. 

I take off some of thP jackets. 

6) I have on gray sweat pants and a shirt. 

I am to lie down on the floor. 

The teacher sits cross legged behind me. 

He takes my head in his hands. 

He straightens my jaw to make my teeth clench. 

Then he applies pressure with his fingers to, my temples, 

presses his lips to my crown chakra, and begins to s p eak. 



I 

/ I ;receive a tingling sensation wh~ch spreads over my head and down the spine. 

The voice seems to be insid8 my head, disemb?died. 

The space inside my head seems to grow. 

The voice changes from male to female. 

It is transmitting a long teaching. 

8) When the teaching is completed, I am turned over on my stomach. 

I sense the presence of another. 

9) I receive an acupuncture treatment up the spine. 

10) 

11) 

I flinch at the first needles. 

I am criticized for flinching and resisting what is good for me. 

The needles continue. 

I am verbally berated for the illnesses manifest in some vertibrae. 

This is all corrected by the needles. 

I feel the tingling sensation. 

When the treatment is com~leted, _I am placed on my feet. 

A man begins to fling pillows at me to test my reactions. 

I catch each one. 

I realized that I have been initiated. 

12) Next I am to be placed in a coffin and closed in, 

so that I can hear my inner workings. 

There is a pin ball machine beside the coffin. 

The coffin is lined with pink material. 

I start to s~ide myself into the coffin as I awaken from the dream. 

13) I feel the sensation from the ceremony and treatment all day. 
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